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So this Document helps create distances from Fires Stations using two shapefiles. One 
being a road line shapefile and one being a point file containing fire stations. 

The two pieces of software used are QGIS 2.14.3 and GRASS 7.0.4. 

Following this documentation will produce a lot of Shapefiles. Data Maintenance plays a 
huge role in this. Name your files appropriately and keep track of everything produced. At 
the end I would highly recommend either archiving the data produced or deleting every file 
not needed. 



1. Start QGIS 2.14.3 

2. Add your Road Data and Fire Station Data. 
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3. In order to develop distances - your road layer needs to be connected. All roads need to be 
snapped and intersected to each other or else they are left out of the network. 

Start your Topology Checker and set two rules for the roads: Must not have dangles and must 
not have duplicates. 
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4. Validate the Topology when you have the two rules added. In this case you’ll get a total error 
count at the bottom. Some of the errors are legitimate as every road has to end somewhere - but 
some are not as you have roads that doesn’t intersect other roads. 

In other cases 
the roads don’t 
meet at all
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5. At the top of QGIS there is a 
processing menu pick. Click on 
processing and go to options -> 
providers. 

Make sure the GRASS GIS 7 
Commands are active

6. Open Your Processing 
Toolbox. 

Search for Clean and you 
should see v.clean. 

Double click on v.clean.
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** Possible Error**

In the Standalone version of QGIS there is an error with Msys. It was removed but 
portions of QGIS are still looking for it. See Figure A. 

If you get the msys error when changing your Processing options, create a folder in 
c:\program files\qgis essen\apps\ and name it msys. Set processing options to this 
folder as in Figure B above. The error should disappear. 
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7. The clean command will snap and join all your data together. We will run three 
commands and create three versions of the data each slightly better than the last one. The 
three command for Clean will be SNAP, BREAK, and REMOVE DANGLES. 

Open v.clean and set the layer to clean to be roads. Set the Tool to be SNAP. Set the 
Threshold to be something decent for your data. In this case I set it for 5 (5 Feet). I also 
saved the data to roads_snap.shp. Click Run. Roads_snap will be added as Cleaned to 
QGIS. 
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8. Next you want to break the roads where they snapped. Set your layer to clean to be 
Cleaned and set your cleaning tool to break. Threshold is ignored for this command. 

Save your data as roads_break.shp. Click Run. Once it has runned remove the old Cleaned 
as you will now have two in your layer file. 
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9. Next you want to remove the dangles. Set your layer to clean to be Cleaned and set your 
cleaning tool to rmdangle. I set the threshold for 5 feet again

Save your data as roads_rmdangle.shp. Click Run. Once it has run remove the old Cleaned 
as you will now have two in your layer file. 
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Before After

10. By the end of the three step process most of your errors should be gone. No 
automatic process like this is fool proof. You will still have some duplicated roads that 
need to be dealt with and you may still have some dangles. If you re-run topology you 
should see the error count has dropped significantly (down to 2600 errors vs 3200 
errors in the beginning for this dataset)
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11. Now we can run the Drive Distance from the Fire Station. Search for v.net.iso in the 
processing toolbox. Open v.net.iso. 

12. Set the Input Vector to be the last cleaned layer (which should be 
road_rmdangle.shp). Set your point layer to the Fire Station layer. Set your 
threshold to something a bit large. Threshold in this case makes sure the station is 
snapped to the road network. The cost for isolines should be the distance you 
need. In this case we need 5 mile buffers. So the cost will be 26400 (5 x 5280)
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13. Click on advanced parameters. 

GRASS categorizes your data into cat codes. With one fire station you would need 
2 codes: 1-2. With two you would need 3: 1-3. You need 1 cat code beyond your 
number of fire stations. So 20 fire stations needs 1-21 cat codes. 

Be sure to save your Network_Iso as road_isolines.shp

Click Run. 13



14. One the data is run - symbolize the Network_Iso layer on the cat code. 
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15. A couple of cleanup things
A.  Your projection is going to be horribly butchered in passing data back and forth to 

GRASS and QGIS. It happens - but it’s fine. Search for projection in the processing toolbox and 
set your target EPSG Code (in this case 2240) to what it needs to be. Save your data as a new 
file name. It will define your projection to a known EPSG Code. There are several ways to do 
this beyond the tool below.  
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15. Con’t

B.  Your data has lost all of it’s attributes but the cat code - which may or may not be OK. 
If it is - then proceed. If not - join your data back to the road_rmdangle.shp by location. Data 
management is important in this process as your are generating a lot of data. If you aren’t 
rigorous in data naming and maintenance you will end this with a giant pile of data.  

Finally!
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Email: rjhale@northrivergeographic.com
Twitter: rjhale 

Contact me if something doesn’t work and I’ll update the directions. 

mailto:rjhale@northrivergeographic.com

